We can put a happy rainbow over this place.

Good

Where are you confronted by violence?

People can live in peace.

How can violence affect our daily lives?

Non-violent

What are some of the youth violence in your community?

By:
Hi my name is Marriella, and I will be telling you how violence can affect our daily lives. I will answer three top questions. The first question will be {how can violence affect our daily lives?}. The second question will be {where are you confronted by violence?}. The last question will be {what can I do of youth violence?}.

How can violence affect our daily lives? In my opinion, violence can affect people's life in many ways, for example, it can give problems that makes people frustrated. Some of these affects are so strong it can make you sick and crazy. I think working together can make the violent people feel very small.

Some people, try to get away from violence by being around the people that don't agree with violence. But some people think, that the more you try to get away the more violence follow you. Violence can also get you in big trouble, for example going to jail.

Where will you be confronted by violence? Is it at your home, school, or neighborhood. For me, I am confronted by violence when I'm walking home, in another neighborhood. So sometimes when I'm walking home and some is behind me I fast-walk or run. This makes me feel like violence is near.

Home can also have violence, someone in your house can smoke, drink, or even do drugs. These types of violence is bad for kids specially if you have a kid in your house. If your kid has allergies you can kill your kid by poisoning them and this will make you feel guilty and can make you do things you have never done before.

School is one of the most violent place for a kid because kids can get into fights. Some kids get bully anded and do things that they never thought of doing like killing themselves.
The neighborhood is a very dangerous place. You can get killed or rob. If your a person who likes to walk you should walk in a place where there is a lot of cars and people. This can help you from disasters.

What can I do of youth violence? To help youth violence you can always give a hand to someone when they need help, you can help and be a leader this way. Another thing you can do is spread the word to your community so they can do the same things when they see a person who needs help.

Finally, this is my essay, I talked about violence and how they can affect people’s life. I answered questions three questions. The first one was, (how can violence affect our daily lives?). Then, (where are you confronted by violence?). What can I do of youth violence? Also their is one thing I will always remember it’s to never be a bad person and to always be a helping hand. This is my essay and I hope you like it.